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  Early alert

Discussion questions: 

1. What software are you using for this right now?

• Many colleges use Starfish

• Other software includes Banner and SAGE

2. What is going well with your current tech tool?

• Good participation from full-time faculty, adjunct participation is lacking likely because 
of engagement, training. Faculty like it on this campus. Do a progress survey during the 
semester and reduce the number of students withdrawn during the census. Response 
rate was 60% for progress this year.

• Progress surveys going out to targeted courses at one school. Faculty then use the 
system for alerting academic concerns

• Protocols around what to do once an alert is put in are difficult to handle.... flags raised 

by faculty with concerns, but when do you have someone talk to the student if you have 
already done it? The coordination of this has been decentralized and needs to be 
refined.  

• Campuses using Starfish had a mix of faculty and functional leads

• Students really love the kudos feature

• Student Intake Survey

• Faculty engagement is high with Starfish. Response is more important than platform.

• Usage by faculty is high – not only early adopters – many technologies – Starfish, Banner,

Degree Works – need to maintain usage throughout semester

• Banner usage not as effective as hoped for, some using Blackboard alerts.

• Among faulty using this tool, one campus reports sustained use – once they buy into it,

they continue to use it.
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• Kudos are used across all campuses – one even uses it to send employee kudos. Kudos

are generally well received and appreciated – students feel “seen”

• One campus reports using it “holistically” – student doing PhD work on Starfish efficacy

and therefore implementation is thoughtfully considered, iterative, etc.

• Referrals are going well – Starfish gives fac confidence in knowing where to direct

students and that an action was taken

3. How does the software fit with your overall college goals, particularly with guided

pathways?

• Starfish is the product for advising.

• Starfish for student lifecycle – intake, advising, early alert surveys

• Starfish for attendance to identify early issues. Intervention depends on severity of

attendance issue – positive messaging. Calling students when required.

• Positive reinforcement – middle of the road students more successful when receiving

kudos

• Progress surveys are attendance and academic concerns, then 2 weeks later another

survey, and three weeks another survey. Coordinate it with the census – we still need to

understand what the data looks like and who needs what.

• Faculty have been asked to do attendance status for enrollment verification and enter a

final grade.

• TRiO and Athletes do special outreach, but faculty are not required to do it.

• Retention at one school did increase if students were contacted by staff if there was a

flag raised. But it is hard to reach a lot of students. The understanding of the data is very

murky. How do we intervene with big groups of students around the “right” thing?

• Campuses all agreed that EA is the logical way to support Pathways but Starfish needs to

be properly set up and “owned” to do so. At the campus with the PhD student this seems

to be happening a bit more robustly as there is an individual with mission-alignment. At

other campuses, there are consistent barriers to using EA to its fullest capacity.

• Barriers to fully supporting Pathways include:

• Nobody on campus wants to “own” Starfish therefore no systematized way of

implementing full features and functionality

• Students are not well oriented to it and therefore have negative responses to flags,

messages, etc.

• Faculty buy-in is low – not well integrated/another tool to use/place to log into

• Faculty are not aware of how and when students are introduced to Starfish
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• Features and functions are not being fully used either because of ownership issue and /

or no IT bandwidth to iterate usage

• No sustainable architecture

• Not fully integrated with Banner/LMS/other

• Administration does not include faculty in decision making – “use it” with no faculty

ambassadors/ advisory group

• Marketing gaps in terms of orienting students and faculty and faculty are not involved

with intake, have no formal input into how Starfish is used

4. What questions do you have about your current software?

• Starfish – overall information page for students

• How do you link Blackboard and Starfish?

• There is attendance in starfish which you can also look to see if student is missing other

classes in other courses.

• Shared notes would be helpful.

• Getting faculty to check early alerts when they are also using blackboard has been

difficult. College has found that those who get a Starfish email do read it, which is strange

since they usually do not respond to their college emails.

• In Starfish the students can get notifications on their phone which may help with reading

their emails.

Questions included: 

o How to use Starfish to do tutoring referrals?

o How are students “introduced” to Starfish?

o How campuses approached the issue of ensuring automated messages that read as if

they are coming from faculty are vetted by faculty before they are sent to students

o At what point students are/can be “put into” Starfish?

o How Starfish does integrate with Blackboard?– and a few questions about its integration

with D2L.

o How Starfish is used in the LMS?

Only one of the individuals in this group knew about the EA CoP so information about that group 

was shared. Participants in this discussion were able to provide responses to the questions above 
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5. What is your college hoping to do that your current software does not allow?

• Better attendance platform and reporting. - Starfish – segmented to help specific

populations persist

• Integration of Degree Works and Starfish

• Reporting

• Predictive analytics feature to generate risk scores

• Fuller suite of usage across the board – faculty are unsure of its capabilities, functional

leads are not supported with tech assistance, etc.

6. How do you facilitate conversations about what you need to support students apart from

the technical details of the software product you currently own?

• Starfish is just a tool; the connections are what matter.

• Starfish alone can get some action out of students, but the personal connections really

drive success.

• Communication plan with students depends upon severity of flag

• Note: Having trouble getting faculty to participate in early alert.

• Starish has just been used to do intake survey, which had been in a google form.

• Navigators help with the onboarding process, to make sure they get to a faculty member

or a counselor.

• Consistent training on technology is needed.
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  Automated communication to current students

Discussion questions: 

1. What software are you using for this right now?

• Slate, C4S, AI text service (unknown name), some faculty and staff create their own,

Waymaker/Lumen auto emails after quizzes (able to track what faculty and staff are

using)

• “I don’t know” but students receive texts from a system but we are not using it well

• Starfish, Civitas, Banner generated emails, Recruit (until enrolled)

• “Not 100% familiar, Starfish, Banner generated emails

• Slate (admissions), Starfish (some departments are heavy users), Blackboard emails and

announcements, Colleague, some manual/more direct in different areas

• Civitas

• Banner automated communications (work with IT)

• Starfish

• Email

• Rave (texting platform)

• Mongoose (texting platform)

Each institution was using a variety of tools…see list below: 

• Banner automated processes

• Rave alert system

• Mobile app – push notifications

• Students receive emails from all departments (not automated)

• CRM – using for communication with prospective and applied students to start

• Starfish – alert system

• Emails to students – being sent by student affairs, campus wide email from President’s

Office (many…on behalf)
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Texting tool 

• Mainstay – AI chatbot located on website; can also communicate via texts

• Texts can be targeted; centralized approached with boundaries to frequency and content

Slate – automated email for prospective, applicants and enrolled 

Consultant brought in initially to support the communication efforts; areas across the college 

involved in onboarding were involved. Needed to identify the touchpoints for 

students…especially throughout the students’ first semester. 

Different communication campaigns developed for each population of students and their 

information needs 

Limited software at institution – Communication is primarily Banner driven 

Limited automation 

Banner workflow – utilizing this tool for current students; have a dedicated IT developer 

collaborating with Admissions and Registrar’s office – ex – students requesting change of 

programs. These workflows have been quite helpful especially during the pandemic. 

2. What is going well with your current tech tool?

• Cohort (athletes, new students, etc.) communication is well-organized

• Automated comms (all hands-on deck) used during vaccine compliance took non- 

compliant students from ~800 to ~80!

• Students receiving automated course messages (Waymaker/Lumen) are seeing higher 
success at .5 letter grade rate!

• Efficient

• Personalized

• Students see text messages (not automated)

• Return on outcome – significant increase in students attending appointments

• Have worked on developing thoughtful, strategic communications for all student 
populations

• For applied students – there is an admissions checklist in the SSO portal – visually easy 
to read – red and green checks…what is missing is clearly visible; this has reduced the 
number of outreaches to offices. This is like a self-service.
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3. How does the software fit with your overall college goals, particularly with guided

pathways?

• Re: Russell Lowry-Hart presentation—I get the sense that there is so much coming at

students (automated emails) that they are not able to filter through and utilize the most

essential information

• Starfish- Faculty referrals to advisors and support (flags), not always working well as

students receive too much via email. Cases are often closed in Starfish without resolution

or contact. Only so much reach out we can do before shifting resources when students

do not respond

• Noticeable difference in response rate when communication (even if in bulk) that is more

conversational or informal vs. Robotic and too complicated

• Just in time intervention

• Meets the students where they are

• Individualized communication and providing awareness of services and supports

• System infrastructure matters

• Systems need to be integrated

• Need IT support and partnership

• Vendor support for integration

4. What questions do you have about your current software?

• Do students understand where they are getting information/messages from? How do

they know what is most important?

• Do any colleges have methods or practices to change the culture and behavior of

students to routinize email more? Mass visuals around campus “have you 

checked your email today?” 

• In answer to above, prize incentives offered for checking. Good idea or is this making

inboxes MORE frustrating? Need to balance getting out important info and bombarding

them?

• Should we be using the platforms students use more regularly instead of email? Adapting

to more popular and current methods.

• How are we asking students about their communication preferences

• Integrations/interconnected

• Force automations

• Needs software and systems packaged together

• How do the tools assist with retention and tracking?

• How is feedback from students gathered?
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• How much is too much in outreaching to students – especially needing to reduce 
outreaches – calls, emails, texts, etc.?

• This is still an ongoing learning experience – which medium and how much?
• Which software do we use Slate vs. Starfish (example) and for what strategy?
• How do you prioritize the communications that students receive – do not want burden 

students?

5. What is your college hoping to do that your current software does not allow?

• Texting or more creative (modern) platforms

• Not tech platform’s fault- need to help students know what areas of the college/offices 
are for what services. How does/can each area communicate differently?

• Single portal

• User friendly portal to access services

• Easy to find schedules

• Balancing too much information

• Session timing

• Mobile friendly

• Modern –student centered design

• If there is a way for students to (automatically) provide feedback on the messaging –
this would be beneficial information in order to impact messaging approach; direct 
student feedback

• Student feedback would be helpful to streamline our messaging

6. How do you facilitate conversations about what you need to support students apart from

the technical details of the software product you currently own?

• Co-chair of subcommittee about communicating with students. Continuous conversation

about this in the subcommittee (to go across the college). We ask: what do students

NEED to know vs. What would be NICE for them to know. Then go to IT to see what is

possible.

• Here is the solution in search of a problem to here is what we need to do and what can

help us do it

• Cross-divisional activities with students

• Map the student experience (in terms of technology) – how students overcome obstacles
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Notes: 

Intake survey integrated with guided self-placement  

IT and business offices need to be included in work  

Students inundated by communications  

Needs to be easy to use by students  

Succession planning needed (for people and software) 

Software needs to be easy to use 

Understanding what students will receive – for example - students not often answering phone 

calls from college staff 

BUT – when there is a connection, the communication is successful 

How do we know if we are being effective; what measures are there? 

Sharing the experience that students are expressing their dislike for the amount of messaging 

Effective – mirror texting off of the email; texting to reinforce.  Texting is a light and fun 

message as well – so it is not always for something students to have to do.  College care 

messages – building relationships have been helpful 

This discussion relates to the opening key note – feelings of belonging; extension of family.  

Students need also to receive positive messages. 

Slate – speaking highly of tool – provides many measures to use…and worked to connect back to 

Banner (SICAS assisted integration) 

Integrating Banner data into Slate is a significant advantage for being effective. 

Office jumping for students…going from office to office…how do you avoid students having to 

tell their story over and over??!!?!?  How do we do this? Which software assists with this issue? 

CRM – funding is needed for purchase/implementation…how can institutions secure these 

resources. Q - How can you demonstrative that purchase of such tools is “value added?”  A – 

Took advantage of SUNY funding; implementation was also “sponsored” from President… 

Q - What are the boundaries/parameters for messages (amount/frequency) – A - ensuring it’s a 

collaborative effort; a more centralized approach has been helpful; key players to collaborate on 

putting the messages together IN ADVANCE 

Need to get students to understand that it is not spam… 
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  Degree audit and degree planning software

Discussion questions: 

1. What software are you using for this right now?

• Degree Works

• Student Planning (vendor product); WebAdvisor – Colleague SIS

• Workday student

• Colleague & WebAdvisor

• Connect for Success (Starfish) – for notes

2. What is going well with your current tech tool?

• Students can plan their schedule & register; there is an audit and they can see what

remains

• Starfish works well (when utilized)

• Automatic engagements go out through Workday; Students get a plan; can also get an

alternate plan; same look/feel for faculty/staff/students

3. How does the software fit with your overall college goals, particularly with guided

pathways?

• Workday is giving students more functionality; to-do list (e.g., take Career Coach

assessment)

• Degree Works, and especially the Student Educational Planner, is a perfect fit to our

Guided Pathways goals with respect to academic planning.

4. What is your college hoping to do that your current software does not allow?

• Want to be able to use it with concurrent enrollment students!
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  Transfer planning

Discussion questions: 

1. What software are you using for this right now?

• Degree Works to help map these things out. The counselors do it with the students.

• We also utilize transfer guides to help us manually help students.

• Old school counselor sitting down and looking up articulation agreements and websites.

• Transfer institution system.

• SUNY website for transfer plans.

2. What is going well with your current tech tool?

• We could be better trained on the use of Degree Works to look at transfer plans with

students.

• Keeping up with transfer data, tracking to see where our students are going.

• Now that transfer guides are being looked at on the equivalency table, we can now

ensure their system is updated. It allows us to look at what isn’t working and what we can

do to make the course offerings better.

3. How does the software fit with your overall college goals, particularly with guided

pathways?

• Our institutions goals are: completion and/or transfer!

• Career Planning at the enrollment process needs to include transfer planning or

collaborate with these offices to ensure the students meet their completion goal.

• Completion! Transfer planning is very important for students. Completion to transfer!

• Sharing the importance of completion at the CC level prior to transferring is the goal!
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• Shauna reminded us that we are the best option we have to ensure our students are

aware of this.

4. What questions do you have about your current software?

• Does every institution using Degree Works have access to utilize the transfer what if

planning?

• Ensure that we all are utilizing the same features for all advisors and individuals working

with students.

5. What is your college hoping to do that your current software does not allow?

• We are not sure what the system is planning but there is no utilization of Degree Works

“additions” to look at transfer audits.

• Transfer agreements! Find all the agreements and pile them together. Then create a

website to hold all the agreements.

6. How do you facilitate conversations about what you need to support students apart from

the technical details of the software product you currently own?

• Transfer planning should be up front in the student journey. Just as we are front loading 
career planning.

• Up front transfer planning can help avoid the impulsive changes to schedules.
• *Sidebar: recommended electives for students. Some transfer institutions have 

restrictive electives that students can successfully enroll in while at our institutions.
• How can we ensure that students know where they want to go to help us dial further in 

with degree planning?




